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Goals and Values – A Quiz









What is one important ‘change’ that you should make in your
personal life; which if you began working on today, would give
you a better future one year from now?
What is your ‘present’ motivation to make that change? (On a
scale of 1 to 10)
What would your motivation be if you were not ‘ready’ to make
the change, but you were being ‘forced’ into it?
Would Your motivation be affected if you had to overcome an
addiction or cravings and compulsions, or withdrawal symptoms
(or a dual diagnosis, mental health, homelessness etal) or other
obstacles in order to make that change happen?
Would Your motivation be affected if you felt someone was
‘hindering’ your ability to make that change?
Your motivation be affected if someone was supporting you and
facilitating that change?

Goals and Objectives:
To Enhance Judicial Motivational
Communication Skills
1. Treatment Court Goals: Long term, Positive,
Self-Directed Change.
2. Demystifying Motivational Interviewing –
Abraham Lincoln and the Temperance Speech
3. Basic Principles of Motivational Interviewing
and Change.
4. Demonstrate Treatment Court Use of the
Elements of Motivational Communication

Treatment Courts: Mission Statement
Changing Behavior
Short
Term
Goals

Compliance
Sobriety
(The Road to Recovery)

Long
Term
Goals

Recovery
Behavior Change
• Positive
• Self-Directed
• Sustained

Why the
Emphasis on
Judicial
Leadership in
Motivational
Communication?
“…the contact between participant and judge is thought to be
an essential catalyst to program compliance and success.
Judges exert considerable influence and authority over
offenders; and, when used in a strategic manner, such
influence can elicit positive change.”
Shelli B. Rossman et al., 4 The Multi-Site Adult Drug Court Evaluation: The
Impact of Drug Courts 5 (2011).

“We need you Judge!”
“The Judge is a Key Component
of Drug Court,”

Judicial
Leadership

Douglas B. Marlowe, J.D., Ph.D., David S. Festinger, Ph.D., and
Patricia A. Lee, M.S (Drug Court Review, Vol. IV, 2)

“After reviewing the mounting literature on the success of
DTCs, researchers have confidently concluded that the

power of the judge-participant relationship is so
immense that it may have “effectively suppressed all other

theoretical mechanisms’ that could potentially lead to desired
outcomes.”
“The Judge is the Key Component: The Importance of Procedural
Fairness in Drug-Treatment Courts.” AJA Court Review – Volume 52.
Citing “Shelli B. Rossman et al., 4 The Multi-Site Adult Drug Court
Evaluation: The Impact of Drug Courts 6 (2011).

Judicial Leadership and the
Treatment Court Team










Keeps the team focused on the goal (The Mission
Statement) and educates others on the goal.
Assures adherence to the 10 key components and
the best practices and standards.
Judge listens to other members of the team and
helps facilitate team consensus.
Treats other members of the team with respect
while maintaining the position as judge and final
authority
Remains flexible to change

Judge Promotes the Therapeutic Principles
Underlying the Treatment Court Model.
Treatment Works: Four Similarities in Treatment
Court Models
1.

Client Factors – Clients preexisting assets and challenges.

2.

Relationship Factors – The connection between client and
staff.

3.

Hope and Expectancy – The client’s expectation that
therapeutic work will lead to positive change.

4.

Model/Technique: Treatment’s procedures, techniques
and beliefs.

Note: Certain types of brief counseling interactions are as
beneficial as more lengthy interventions

Toni Morrison
 I tell my students, “When you get

these jobs that you have been so
brilliantly trained for, just remember
that your real job is that if you are
free, you need to free somebody
else. If you have some power then
your job is to empower somebody
else.”

Question: How Does a Treatment Court Drive
Participants into Self-Directed, Sustained,
Positive Behavior Change?

Answer:

We Don’t!
Change

Behavior Change





Where does change come from?
Who does change belong to?
All change is self-change!
Most people are ‘Ambivalent’
about change (Even though need
is there)
The Issue Is: What are we doing in relation to the
participant’s change? Are we:
A. Bolstering, Reinforcing, Encouraging, Supporting and
facilitating change, or
B. Hindering or Undermining Change.



When talking about Motivational Communication, we’re talking
about a process that is often the antithesis of traditional criminal
justice processes.

Offender Rehabilitation and Risk Management
A Judicial ‘Balancing’ Act Between Two Goals

Compliance: Rules/Sobriety

Behavior Change/Recovery

Follow the rules. Short-term
acquiescence to power and
authority. While offender
following rules, public safety
enhanced.

This involves a combination
of motivation, selfevaluation, and the
development of new
behaviors. Lasting behavior
change is motivated by selfimportant values. Result is a
reduction in recidivism.

Problem: that may not
extend beyond a term of
supervision.
Compliance communicates:
‘A brief stabilization of
Behavior’

Using M.I. techniques tailors
motivational strategies to the
participant’s stage of change.
(Prochaska and DiClemente)

Can a Treatment Court Team be Trained in Listening and
Engagement strategies to Prepare Participants for Change?
Tempering the ‘Traditional’ Style
 We are ‘trained’ to talk (not
listen), to reason, to persuade,
to opinionate, to correct, to
confront, to challenge, to
explain consequences for bad
behaviors, to identify and
argue for the needed change,
to argue period, and to HURRY.
 Avoiding the ‘Visceral’
reaction.
 Resist the ‘Righting Reflex’
 Roll with ‘Resistance’
 Use reflective listening

Learning ‘New M.I.’ Style
 Set aside our goals and
values and listen.






Accept and understand the
participant’s goals and
values.
Without judging! HUH?
Develop discrepancy
Promote self-efficacy (The
Participant is responsible for
choosing and carrying out
personal change and must
feel able to do so)

Facts: Mr. Participant, heavy drinking/drugging/Probation Violation.
Judge: Well, Mr. P, here you are again,
killing yourself, you have to quit this
drinking and drugging.

Judge: Hello Mr. P, how are you doing
today?

P: I’m o.k.

Judge: Why are you guessing?

P: Just great, I guess?

J: You are standing before me again. You
are going to jail. That’s o.k.? Research tells
us Mr. P, the drinking is poisoning your
liver; the drugs are destroying your brain.

P: Well, here I am again.

P: Not really.

Judge: What are they?

Judge: It sounds like you may have some
concerns about that?
P: Yeah, tons.

J: Yes really. Either get it together or you
might as well accept jail as your permanent
home. You get it?

P: Going back to jail.

P: Whatever.

J: Well, what about you, anything you
could do?

Evaluation: 1st Scenario: Judge is paternalistic;
lectures, authoritarian and shows little respect
for autonomy of individual.
2nd

Scenario: Judge rolls with resistance, accepts
P has responsibility to change his substance use.
Seeks reasons for change from the P. Gets,
finally, unresolved ambivalence.

J: Anything you can do about that?
P: Not really, that’s up to you?

P: Not really, I am who I am.
J: If you could change one thing about who
you are, what would it be?
P. To be honest judge, probably the
drinking and drugging.

The Work of the Judge/Treatment Court Team









Develop participant engagement as a critical first step. How? By
approaching a participant’s interests, concerns and values with
curiosity, and
By openly exploring the participant’s motivations for change,
the treatment court team will begin to get a better
understanding of the participant’s motivations and potential
barriers to change. (Information is shared in staffing)
Using M.I. techniques the team tailors motivational strategies to
the P’s stage of change. (Prochaska and DiClemente)
The team must help the participant find their goals and values
and their reasons and desires to change and bolster their ability
to change.
The Participant accepts responsibility for choosing and carrying
out positive personal change.

Motivational Communication: Moving a Participant

from Ambivalence & Moving a Treatment Court Team
from:

Imposing

STOP USING
DRUGS

Evoking

“Adult drug courts are philosophically,
functionally, and intentionally different
Washington v Sykes
from ordinary criminal courts.” (filed
12/18/14)
1. We, as judges, are often tied-barred to the traditional CJS.
A. Direct involvement in rehabilitation is new to us, and
B. M.C. is a different way of communicating with participants.
2. Treatment Court is a New Partnership: We, in addition to the
participants, must change and change is hard.
3. Improving our Skill Level in M.I. is not just applying research
and technical terms: it involves accepting basic truths of
human nature and an understanding of the human condition.

So, What to do?

America Awash in Whiskey
The Temperance Movement
was among the most
prominent and influential
responses to a massive public
health crisis of rampant
alcoholism.

Many social movements rose to
prominence in the 1830s and 1840s.

The movement was a shift
from the ‘early days of the
Republic’ where drinking was
as intimately woven into the
social fabric as family or
church.

The Temperance Speech

Feb. 22, 1842, Second Presbyterian Church
Springfield, Illinois
Abraham Lincoln: Invited to address the Washington
Temperance Society on the 110th birthday celebration of
George Washington.
Lincoln spent little time
eulogizing the first
The Washington Temperance
president, the Temperance
Society did not preach reform
Speech became a
to alcoholics from the pulpit
meditation on aspects of
of the virtuous, they enlisted
human nature and the
“ex-alcoholics” to deliver the
human condition,
message.
especially in regard to
addiction and the
instruments of change.

Abraham Lincoln and Change
“Men are both "heart" and
"mind," and thus, one's
appeal must take them
both into account.
 This simple truth eluded
the old reformers, as their
attempts to reform society
aim for man's soul and yet
manage to miss both the
heart and mind.”
 “Man can not be ‘driven’ to
anything”.
Abraham Lincoln


If you change a behavior by
compulsion and not the
mind, the change will be
temporary. If you change
the mind and the behavior
by persuasion you can get a
permanent result.

Drawing from r-bloggers.com
“do-the-little-things-matter?”

How Does A.L. Know
About Change?

He did not have a PHD in
psychology. He had a PHD in life.
He understood the human
condition and human nature and
had a binding link to the common
man.
• Born into poverty
• Worked manual labor
• Suffered significant loss as
child and as an adult
• He read & self-studied
• He went through change.
• Deep belief: The Elevation of
the Condition of Man.

A Brilliant Lawyer
and A True and
Principled Leader
Trial lawyer:
 Tried hundreds of cases.
 Tried 28 Murder Cases

Appellate Lawyer:
 Most appearances Illinois Supreme Court in history.

Leader:
 Believer in the ‘Great American Experiment: Democracy’
 The ideals expressed in the Declaration of Independence
 An unshakeable commitment to the rights of the individual.
 A Nation of Laws – Not Men (Emancipation Proclamation)

Why was he
‘hand-picked’
to be the judge
by his peers?

Judge Abraham Lincoln

Honest Abe
Integrity
Fair
Open-minded
Principles
Values
Listener

The Temperance Speech
The old reformers presumed “that all habitual drunkards
were utterly incorrigible and, therefore, without remedy.”
He argued that previous Temperance members failed their
mission as a result of a contradiction to ‘Human Nature.’

Lincoln believed addiction is a disease rather
than a lack of will on the part of the sufferer.

Why ‘Prior’ Temperance Movements
Failed!








Leadership was entrusted to the wrong people: namely
preachers, lawyers, and “hired agents” (ulterior motives for their
preaching: too distant from the people - a want of
approachability, don’t understand the people).
The measures they supported were not likely to win adherents;
they denounced their listeners and their failures. Lincoln said
that was contra to human nature and ‘impolitic.’
It is unjust because it flies in the face of public opinion. Not fair
that you criticize people for what has been generally and widely
accepted – drinking.
In their approach, there is an assumption that the alcoholic is
incorrigible and could not be redeemed. To hold them out as
damned without remedy is repugnant to humanity, uncharitable
and cold – an overly pessimistic view of human nature.

Why the “Washington Temperance
Movement” Was Successful:


Leadership was entrusted to the Right People; the use of
reformed alcoholics who can relate to the audience, whose
authority was their own experience.



In place of denunciation and unjust means, the
Washingtonians advocate far better and support their
audience.
The Washingtonians use ‘sweet’ persuasion: the alcoholic is
more apt to listen to former alcoholics and those who provide
social support to benefit alcoholics and bolster temperance.
He broadens the idea of temperance to the promotion of
political freedom through reason. The ‘Elevation’ of people.
Lincoln develops his general theory of persuasion, not
confrontation, and shares his own optimism about people’s
ability to change.






The Temperance Speech: Abraham Lincoln
A Precursor to M.I.
“It is counterproductive to
demonize those who sold and
consumed liquor. The path to
reform needed to take the road of
example, persuasion based on:
 a realistic assessment of
human nature,
 Identifying with the audience,
and
 an appeal to the desire of
people to control their choices
and thus be free in the highest
sense.”

Lincoln says: it is part of
human nature
that people have a

“desire to control their
own choices.”
And Motivational
Interviewing says:

“Change rests with the
Participant”

Change: A.L. and M.I.
A.L. - “Human nature can never be changed, but it can
be modified. It has, though, many facets and is subject
to the influence of internal and external forces”
M.I. - Staff focus must be on guiding three critical
ingredients to motivation:
 1.

The Participants’ Resources
(What ‘facets’ come with him or her)

 2.

The Participant’s Perceptions (i.e. Internal forces)

 3.

The Participant’s Participation (i.e. External forces)

Motivational Interviewing establishes an empathic, personcentered counseling approach that prepares people for change:
 By engaging the participant and building a relationship
 By listening
 By resolving ambivalence
(both wanting and not wanting something at the
same time)
 By enhancing intrinsic motivation
(understanding and supporting their values)
 And, by building confidence to change.

(Kraybill and Morrison, 2007)

Question: Can the team and each team member help and
promote Motivational Interviewing in unison with treatment?

YES: The Team Facilitates M.I. by Keeping
Motivational Strategies Moving Forward!

Motivational Continuum


Motivational Approaches. It was once assumed that the client
must demonstrate a particular level of motivation to change
prior to enrolling in treatment. Without it - there was a belief
that counseling would be ineffective.



Motivational approaches, however, disprove this notion.
(Remember: Most people are ‘Ambivalent’ about change)



Current theory holds that most individuals enter treatment
under some sort of duress, (trauma) which results in resistance,
or, at best ambivalence, regarding any change in behavior.



Motivational approaches therefore focus on ways to engage
substance users in considering, initiating, and continuing
substance abuse treatment while at the same time,
discontinuing their use of alcohol and other drugs.

Hypothetical - Ambivalence


Judge: Good Morning Joe. How are you doing today?



Joe: Not so good, as you know?



Judge: How would you like things to be different?



Joe: Not going to jail first of all; not losing my job.



Judge: What can you do to control that?



Joe: Getting out of this dumb program would be a start.



Judge: Anything else?



Joe: I guess I could stop using drugs?



Judge: What would that take, to stop using drugs?



Joe: Have to make some changes, yeah, HA, lotsa changes.



Judge: What change would you start with?



Joe: Well, you know what they say, people, places and things.



Judge: You say people and places. How do you avoid certain people?



Joe: Don’t know. Could do it, I guess. If I wanted to. Probably what I
should do.

“Everything can be taken from a man
but one thing: the last of the human
Freedoms - to choose one’s attitude in
any given set of circumstances,
to choose one’s own way.” Victor Frankl
Human Behavior and Change:

Everyone has ‘Motivation.’
People tend to do what makes sense to them, i.e. Treatment Plan.
Goals are for the Participant – not the helper.
Recovery is within the Participant, the court MOBILIZES,
CHANNELS and FOCUSES that Recovery.
 Everyone has a natural healing propensity.
 Treatment Courts should not only help to ‘fix’ what is wrong; but
nurture what is best.






Treatment Court Goal:
Change

To create the structure and the
atmosphere that are conducive to
change.

Engage the Participant: Relationship


ENGAGING the participant Is a critical first step; done by
approaching a participant’s interests, concerns and values
with curiosity .



People come in with a range of readiness but what we say
beyond that makes a difference in how that person speaks,
thinks, and ultimately chooses to act.



Help the participant find their goals and values and their
reasons and desires to change, then bolster their ability while
guiding them in the direction for meaningful rehabilitation.

Engagement: Developing the Atmosphere


Openly explore the participant’s motivations for change. The
team will begin to get a better understanding of the
participant’s motivations and potential barriers to change.



Accept that the participant is the expert, and that he or she is
responsible for choosing and carrying out positive personal
change.



Coordinate with all team members, especially treatment
providers, and utilize STAFFINGS to share M.I. progress on the
road to long-term recovery.



Understand that even brief counseling interactions (i.e. three
minutes of motivational communication) are as beneficial as
more lengthy interventions.

How Does a Judge Affect the Attitude of the
Participant in a Treatment Court?
 Humanize the experience: Appearing approachable and accessible
 Use plain English (Avoid negative language; sarcasm)
 Language: Words Matter. (Example: Can’t vs Don’t. “Not yet.”)
 Engage defendants in dialogue. (Open-ended questions)
 Avoid creating ‘oppositional patterns.’ (‘You would think’ questions)
 Focus on the case at hand: No disruptions (files, computer)
 Make eye contact and appear alert, engaged, and knowledgeable
about the case before you.
 Manage the courtroom to promote perceptions of fairness
 Listening (Huh?)

Listening
When you listen to others
you communicate that you respect them.




“Effective listening requires more than hearing the words
transmitted. It demands that you find meaning and
understanding in what is being said. After all, meanings
are not in words, but in people.” Herb Cohen
“Lincoln believed that an initial way to appraise a speaker
was by the quality of his listening. He (Lincoln) was the
master of a dialogical address. His listening and speaking
were always an exchange with his audience.”
The Eloquent President, Ronald C. White, Jr.

M.I. teaches you to strategically steer a
conversation in a particular direction:







People can talk themselves into change (linguistic research)
 Goal: Notice and Elicit Change Talk (Self-Motivation speech)
 Goal: Move away from Sustain talk (I am happy using drugs)
MI helps people recognize the discrepancy between their present
behavior and their important personal goals.
 Goal: Connecting the need for change to something they care
about and helping them find direction as they move forward
with change.
MI internalizes the change process moving people more quickly
toward their values. (Away from ambivalence)
Ambivalence: Holding mixed views about a subject without a
clear resolution in sight. Feeling both positively and negatively
about the same thing at the same time.

Participant Interaction: A person who talks about the

benefits of change is more likely to make that change.
(Versus: a person who argues and defends the status quo)
Strategy: Open-ended Questions.


What have you tried before to make a change?



What do you think you will lose if you give up?



What do you want to do next?

Strategy: Affirmations.


That was not easy. You handled yourself really well in that
situation.



That’s a good suggestion. I can see that you are thinking about
your recovery.



It is obvious that you are working hard, keep up the good work.



Thanks for coming in, I always enjoy talking with you.

Participant Interaction – Reflective Listening


Judge: Good morning Joe, how are you doing?



Joe: Not so good.



Judge: Well, we do encourage honesty, Why not so good?



Joe: You want me to be honest, this program is a pain in the ass.



Judge: What are the bad things about the program Joe?



Joe: Time, missing work, I have to support my family.



Judge: Are there any good things about the program?



Joe: Not many.



Judge: Well, tell me a few.



Joe: I guess I’m staying clean, keeping my job.



Judge: So, if I understand correctly, the program is helping you stay clean,
and keep your job, but you are missing some work?



Joe: Yeah. People do seem to like me more, my wife, my kids, my boss.



Judge: Well, tell me Joe, what can we do to fix the bad things?

Reflective Listening/Thinking


Reflective listening is the pathway for engaging others in
relationships, building trust, and fostering motivation to
change.



Challenge is to avoid roadblocks to effective communication by
misinterpreting what is said or assuming what a person needs.



It is vital to learn to think reflectively in addition to good
reflective listening. It includes interest in what the person has
to say and respect for the person’s inner wisdom. Listening
breakdowns occur in any of three places:





Speaker does not say what is meant



Listener does not hear correctly



Listener gives a different interpretation to what the words mean

Reflective listening is meant to close the loop in communication
to ensure breakdowns don’t occur.

Reflections:

Questions Can Interrupt the Participant’s Flow

Use Standard Phrases

 So you feel…
 It sounds like you…
 You’re wondering if…

There are three basic levels of reflective listening that may
deepen or increase the intimacy and thereby change the
affective tone of an interaction. In general, the depth should
match the situation.


Repeating or rephrasing: Listener repeats or substitutes synonyms or
phrases, and stays close to what the speaker has said



Paraphrasing: Listener makes a restatement in which the speaker’s
meaning is inferred



Reflection of feeling: Listener emphasizes emotional aspects of
communication through feeling statements. This is the deepest form of
listening.

Use Summaries
Summaries are special applications of reflective listening. They
can be used throughout a conversation but are particularly
helpful at transition points, for example, after the person has
spoken about a particular topic, has recounted a personal
experience, or when the encounter is nearing an end.




Summarizing helps to ensure that there is clear
communication between the speaker and listener. Also, it can
provide a stepping-stone towards change.
Structure of Summaries:
Begin with a statement indicating you are making a summary:


Let me see if I understand so far…



Here is what I’ve heard. Tell me if I’ve missed anything.



Point out discrepancies between the person’s current position
and future goals.

Change Statements
These are statements made by the client that point towards a
willingness to change. Miller and Rollnick (2002) have identified
four types of change statements, all of which overlap significantly:
 Problem recognition: “My use has gotten a little out of hand

at times.”

 Concern: “If I don’t stop, something bad is going to happen.”
 Intent to change: “I’m going to do something, I’m just not

sure what it is yet.”

 Optimism: “I know I can get a handle on this problem.”






Disadvantages of the status quo
Advantages of change
Optimism for change
Intention to change

Recognizing Discrepancy


J. If you picked out one goal you would like to see for yourself a year
from now, what would it be?



P. Probably working. Some kind of good job. Supporting my family.



J. Where are you right now with that?



P. Nowhere!



J. What would you have to do to get there?



P. Get some skills, I guess.



J. What skills would you like to have?



P. Don’t know. Probably, mechanics. I like working on cars. Stuff like that.



J. Good for you, I don’t know which end of the car the engine is on. Do you
know of training, or apprenticeship or something like that that’s available?



P. My probation officer mentioned some things.



J. Great, let me know next time you’re here what you find out?

Emphasis on P’s world, values (not ours not cjs). We are attempting to mobilize
change talk, facilitate the P’s intrinsic ‘motivation.’ Keep listening for the cues.

• Compliance with program rules is necessary to
maintain the integrity of the program.
• The key is how the behavior is addressed:
A balanced response.
• A relapse presents an opportunity.
• A sanction presents an opportunity.
• Motivation ebbs and flows on a continuum:
Important to continue motivational strategies.
“(The) genius of leadership lies in the manner in which leaders
see and act on their own and their followers’ (participants’)
values and motivations.”
“Leadership” by James MacGregor Burns

Scenario: Participant being led to lock-up for sanction,
mumbling, “This is a bunch of crap.”


Judge: Wait a minute, what did you say Joe? Deputy bring Joe back please.



Joe: I said this is a bunch of crap. You don’t need to send me to jail.



Judge: Well Joe, you’ve been in the program, what, four months now. You
know the rules and you understand what we do here and why we do it. And,
from where we started out, you have been doing a great job.



Joe: O.K., so why are you sending me to jail, what good is that going to do?



Judge: That is a good question Joe. What good is it going to do? That really is
in your hands Joe. You have choices. And, as you know, choices have
consequences.



Joe: So you’re saying its all my fault, you people go home tonight. I go to jail.



Judge: No, we don’t talk about fault. Our concern is you. The team met, we
talked about how we can all work together to help you Joe. The team felt this
was the right response this time. We will continue to work with you Joe. I look
forward to seeing you in two weeks and let’s talk about how we can meet some
of those goals you told me you wanted for yourself and your family.



Joe: O.K. Thank you, your honor.

Hope and Expectancy

Every Person Deserves Happiness
The judge and team:


Conveys an attitude of hope for a better future without
minimizing the problems and pain that accompany the
participant’s situation.



Turns the focus of treatment toward the present and future
instead of the past; hope is ‘future focused.’ However, may
use ‘past success’ to build confidence.



Instills a sense of empowerment and possibility to
counteract the demoralization and passive resignation often
found in treatment court participants who have persistent
problems.
“Change-Focused Drug Courts” Michael D. Clark,
MSW, CSW (NDCI Review, Vol III, Issue 2)

Instilling Hope and Confidence
Judge: Good morning Joe. The team tells me you are having a tough time lately.
Joe: You could say that; this is all so ridiculous. Why not just give me all my jail time
now and get it over with?
Judge: I understand your frustration Joe, can we just chat here for a few minutes?
Joe: I guess.
Judge: I remember you telling me not to long ago about how last year you had
things going pretty well for yourself.
Joe: Yeah, can’t live in the past.
Judge: What was different back then?
Joe: No drug court holding me back.
Judge: What were you doing back then?
Joe: I had a good job, which I lost. Hanging out. Playing softball with guys. Dating
a nice girl, lost that too.
Judge: So, you had some success going.
Joe: Yeah, having some fun.
Judge: What happened?



Joe: Same old story. Wrong crowd. Doing dumb things.



Judge: But for a while you had things going well?



Joe: I wanted to succeed: thought I could be successful.



Judge: What would success have looked like?



Joe: Moving up in my job. Keeping my girlfriend.



Judge: (Nodding) None of this is easy Joe, but you should feel good about that,
you were working hard, running your own life and doing it well?



Joe: Big difference.



Judge: Sure, but the point is, you showed that you can succeed at your goals;
you’ve had times in your life where you did very well. You’re a smart guy Joe, you
know yourself better than anybody else, and the strategy for moving forward.



Joe: I agree, nobody needs to tell me what to do. Its in me. I just need to do it.



Judge: You will Joe, and we’re here to help as much as we can.



Joe: Thanks Judge, I appreciate it.

Use of the Various Elements
of Motivational Communication












Engagement (…Can we chat…)
Rolling with resistance. (…no drug court holding me back…)
Maintaining ‘change talk’ and exploring ambivalence
Appreciating the difficulty of the participant’s situation
Ownership of recovery/P takes responsibility for change.
Developing discrepancy. (past success v. …wrong crowd and
dumb things)
Utilizing past success as power (praise ‘wisely’)
Affirmance (…you should feel good about that…)
Activating hope and building confidence.
Hope is fueled by optimism. (…you will…)
P valued and appreciated; everybody deserves happiness.

Note: Could do the same type ‘dialogue’ using “What would a
successful future look like for you?”

Hope is perhaps the greatest gift you can give
others…because even if their sense of self is weak
and they fail to see their own significance, they still
have a reason to keep trying and striving to reach
their potential in the future.
Maxwell & Dornan

Summary
Tools of Motivational Communication


Engage the participant



Understand participant’s motivation



Listen to the participant



Develop discrepancy



Resolve ambiguity



Resist the righting reflex



Roll with resistance



Express empathy & Instill hope



Support self-efficacy and empower the participant

Flexibility
Sensitivity
Compassion
The Massachusetts Supreme Court
COMMONWEALTH vs. JULIE A. ELDRED.
July 16, 2018.

Or, as Abraham Lincoln famously said,
“a drop of honey catches more flies
than a gallon of gall.”

Abraham Lincoln lived the
sentiments embodied in the
Declaration of Independence.
He had a deep and personal
vision of life that he applied to
the country.
It was about the people, the
common man. He sought to
maintain in the world:
“…that form and substance of government
whose leading object is to elevate the condition
of man—to lift artificial weights from all
shoulders—to clear paths of laudable pursuit for
all—to afford all an unfettered start, and a fair
chance, in the race of life.”
Message to Congress, July 4, 1861

“A drop of honey
catches more flies
than a gallon of gall.”
The Temperance Speech

Contact Information:
Patrick C. Bowler
pcbowler@gmail.com
616 644-2178

5 Question Post-Presentation Quiz
1. Whose values and principles are most important in motivation change?
a.

The treatment court team’s?

b.

The criminal justice system’s attempt to reduce recidivism?

c.

The participant’s?

d.

The judge’s?

e.

All of the above?

2. Which of the following is not a role of the Treatment Court Team?
a.

Develop engagement with the participant?

b.

Be responsible for participant’s positive change?

c.

Explore participants motive for change?

d.

Help participants find their goals and values?

e.

Tailor motivational strategies to the participant’s stage of change?

5 Question Post-Presentation Quiz
3.

True or False? The team develops the structure and atmosphere for change
and drives the bus that the participant boards on the way to positive
change?

4.

Of the ‘Tools of Motivational Interviewing” which of the below is not
included?
a.

Engaging the participant?

b.

Listening?

c.

Rolling with Resistance?

d.

Sanctioning with certainty and timeliness?

e.

Expressing empathy?

5. True or False? A drop of honey catches more flies than a gallon of gall?

